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Action adventure survival horror Sci-Fi set in Antarctica. Something ancient dwells beneath the ice...

Humans have always looked to the stars for signs of Extraterrestrials.They have been looking in the

wrong place.They are already here, entombed beneath Antarctic ice for thousands of years.The ice

is melting and soon they will be free.A huge rift in the ice is discovered in Antarctica that stretches

for 18 miles, (29 km) and 820 feet (250 meters) apart at its widest point.When environmental

scientists enter the ice rift to check out an anomaly on NASA's satellite scans of the area, they

discover something far more life threatening than the raging blizzard trapping them in the rift. They

are unarmed and unprepared for their ensuing fight for survival.Ice Rift plot themes: Action

Adventure Survival Horror Science fiction First Contact Aliens Spacecraft Exploration First

feedback: "An exciting adrenaline rush that rarely lets you stop for a breather.""The story quickly

draws you in and refuses to let go until the last page. An excellent adventure set in Antarctica.

10/10.""The imaginative mind of the author has produced a thrilling action adventure horror filled

with atmosphere and claustrophobic locations. I dreaded each time the characters opened another

door. Highly enjoyable read.""Atmospheric locations and a cleverly written plot full of surprises.

Richard was my favourite character. It was easy to imagine myself exploring the spacecraft with

them. I liked the way the scientists had no weapons to defend themselves with, but had to rely on

their wits to survive. It made a change from the usual gung-ho hero machinegun killing scenarios."
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I like adventure stories about the frozen wastelands of Antarctica and parts of the Arctic - as close

as we're going to get to an alien planet without leaving Earth, I sometimes think. And there were

some bright spots scattered along in the whole story but, for me, it was a chore to get through most

of it.It is my understanding that the book is self published and I could tell. The first thing that caught

my eye is that the book was set in Bookerly BOLD font - for the entire book. So if you bought this for

your Kindle be sure to go into Settings and change the font. I changed mine to the Baskerville

normal font and it was sure a lot easier on the eyes.The author notes at the beginning of the book

that if you find any grammar or spelling problems, email him with details. Well, I found plenty and I

don't get paid to be a proofreader or editor. He says he had the book professionally edited and

proofread - he needs to get his money back. Usually when I'm reading an Advanced Reading Copy,

I give some leeway to the author but this book is already being sold, folks.The story hinges around a

huge ice rift being found in Antarctica and NASA finding an anomaly as they photographed the rift.

So a blended English/American team is sent down to check out the rift and find out about the

anomaly.This is an action story and it moved swiftly along. There was very little character building

but the world building that the author did does deserve a higher rating. I could visualize scenes

easily, there were some unique ideas about extraterrestrial lifeforms, and I found myself jumping

once or twice at particularly scary events.
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